Mrs Roosevelt’s observation pre-dates the modern study of communication. Shannon had yet to publish his “mathematical theory of communication” (1948, p. 379); it would be another seven years before the field of communication began to coalesce around his ideas (Schramm, 1955), and the first Departments of Communication would form (Berlo, 1969). It is hard to underestimate just how influential Shannon’s sender–message–receiver model has been on the field; its influence carries through to this date (Rogers, 1994; Sperber & Wilson, 1996). Excellent scholarship has investigated the sending and receiving of coded messages across a wide variety of contextual, epistemological, and applied domains (Barnett & Danowski, 1992; Chung et al., 2009; Doerfel & Barnett, 1999). But what if we have ignored something fundamental? What if we had overlooked how humans understand these messages, and in turn, each other? How would our scholarship change if we took up this question? This is the issue Jessica Gasiorek and R. Kelly Aune consider in Creating Understanding: How Communicating Aligns Minds (2021).

The human eye has a blind-spot where the optic nerve passes through the retina. Instead of noticing something missing in our visual field, our brain fills in the missing information (Tong & Engel, 2001). For most individuals, this blind-spot is imperceptible in their day-to-day life. In the same way, Gasiorek and Aune argue that our field has a heretofore unnoticed blind spot. In our efforts to examine the processes and effects of message transmission, we have ignored how it is that humans actually understand these messages. Our theories have “filled in” how understanding works, mostly by assuming that understanding happens, all without ever investigating how it happens. In Creating Understanding, Gasiorek and Aune provide a sweeping review of interdisciplinary literature and propose a new model that reshapes the way we theorize about and study the processes and effects associated with communication.

Gasiorek and Aune begin their argument by giving away its conclusion. The first chapter outlines well-known problems with the code model of communication. The code model assumes that senders and receivers use the same “codebook” to interpret a message. Two Americans share such a codebook and
interpret a thumbs-up gesture as meaning “good job”. However, codebooks can and do vary, especially by culture. The thumbs-up gesture takes on an entirely different meaning in several Middle Eastern countries. The code model cannot account for how people with two different codebooks still manage to communicate. Gasiorek and Aune conclude that the code model of communication is not wrong, just that it is incomplete, and only capable of explaining how people understand each other when there is a common codebook.

In chapter two, Gasiorek and Aune sketch an alternative model; one based on the physical properties of how it is that humans create understanding during communication. They sketch a process model comprised of social stimuli (sensory information that elicit a cognitive/affective/behavioral response), meme states (mental representation of a specific concept), and situation models (a multidimensional mental representation of the conversation). In short, people iteratively create understanding by using stimuli to activate specific meme states and entrain situation models. The end result is that Gasiorek and Aune’s model addresses how communicators manage to understand each other, even in circumstances that the code model of communication cannot account for.

This alone is already quite a theoretical achievement, especially considering how fundamental the code model is to the field of communication. But Gasiorek and Aune do not stop there. Chapter three situates their model in three basic physical, evolutionary, and biological assumptions: humans have a social orientation, biological, and cognitive systems tend towards efficiency (all things being equal), and human cognition is based on predictive inference (i.e., the Bayesian Brain hypothesis; Frith, 2007). Chapter four considers how these assumptions shape understanding during communication.

In chapter five, after having sketched their model, its assumptions, and its application, Gasiorek and Aune return to offer a complete description of their model. In this chapter, their earlier theoretical work begins to pay dividends. Readers can see connections between the model’s assumptions (e.g., predictive inference) and the model’s core components (e.g., prediction error guides the updating of situation models among communicators, ultimately leading to understanding). Consider again the example of an American giving a thumbs-up gesture to an Iranian. To the American, the stimuli (thumbs up) is intended to activate a meme state associated with feelings of “approval”. To the Iranian, the same stimuli activates a very different meme state, “up yours!”. As a result, the Iranian may produce stimuli (angry gestures) that indicate a different meme state (offense). The communicators might recognize the discrepancy between their situation models (prediction error), offer new stimuli in an attempt to elicit the correct meme state (approval, not offense), and ultimately bring their situation models into alignment, thereby creating understanding.

Subsequent chapters carefully lay out how contextual factors shape the model’s predictions (chapter six), how
the model offers more explanatory power relative to the *code model* (chapter seven), how the model can be applied to a variety of research traditions (chapter eight), and the new opportunities the model unlocks (chapter nine). This final chapter is quite exciting. Mrs Roosevelt’s quote argues that all communicators must simultaneously be considered if we are to truly comprehend understanding. However, the *code model*, with its assumptions about encoding and decoding, has led the researchers to focus primarily on message production, processing, and/or effects on individuals, in the role of either message sender or receiver. The individual is the unit of analysis. Theoretically and methodologically, our field has paid insufficient attention to the simultaneous interactions between communicators. Our blindspot is once again revealed. If we are to understand how communicators understand one another, we not only need new theories, but also new methods and new paradigms. This synergy between theory and method (for an extensive treatment, see: Greenwald, 2012) represents an important call to action. We must adapt. Otherwise, we entrust other disciplines to solve one of our field’s most foundational questions (e.g., Friston & Frith, 2015a, 2015b; Wheatley et al., 2019).

Time will tell if Gasiorek and Aune’s revolutionary ideas take hold or not. Newtonian physics (or classical mechanics) presents a model of the physical world that is sufficiently accurate to keep bridges standing, airplanes from falling from the sky, and explain planetary motion. But ultimately, Newtonian physics offers a less accurate approximation of the world compared to general relativity. The field of Physics flourished by recognizing that general relativity unlocked new questions while also accounting for previous findings. Gasiorek and Aune’s model may very well offer the same explanatory power for our field. Let us hope for the same bright future in communication science.

**Notes**

1. As published in Richmond (1947, p. 455).
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